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TECH TALK

“Insider Tips to Make Your Business Run
Faster, Easier and More Profitable”
We love technology and
we love helping people.
Give me a call today for
a quick (non-salesy) chat
to find out whether my
team and I can help you
better secure your data
and get more out of
your existing
Technology!
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TOP 5 CYBERSECURITY MISTAKES THAT LEAVE YOUR DATA
AT RISK
The global damage of cybercrime
has risen to an average of $11
million USD per minute, which is
a cost of $190,000 each second.
60% of small and mid-sized
companies that have a data breach
end up closing their doors within
six months because they can’t
afford the costs.
The costs of falling victim to a
cyberattack can include loss of
business, downtime/productivity
losses, reparation costs for
customers that have had data
stolen, and more. Many of the
most damaging breaches are due
to common cybersecurity mistakes
that companies and their
employees make.
Here are several of the most
common missteps when it comes
to basic IT security best practices.
Not Implementing MutiFactor Authentication (MFA)
Credential theft has become the
top cause of data breaches around
the world, according to IBM
Security.
MFA reduces fraudulent sign-in
attempts by a staggering 99.9%.
Ignoring the Use of Shadow
IT
Shadow IT is the use of cloud
applications by employees for
business data that haven’t been
approved and may not even be

known about by a company.
Shadow IT use leaves companies
at risk for several reasons:
• Data may be used in a non-secure
application
• Data isn’t included in company
backup strategies
• If the employee leaves, the data
could be lost
• The app being used might not
meet company compliance
requirements

It’s important to have cloud use
policies in place that spell out for
employees the applications that
can and cannot be used for work.
Thinking You’re Fine With
Only an Antivirus Application
No matter how small your
business is, a simple antivirus
application is not enough to keep
you protected. In fact, many of
today’s threats don’t use a
malicious file at all.
Phishing emails will contain
commands sent to legitimate PC
systems that aren’t flagged as a
virus or malware. Phishing also
overwhelmingly uses links these
days rather than file attachments
to send users to malicious sites.
Those links won’t get caught by
simple antivirus solutions.
You need to have a multi-layered
strategy in place that includes
things like:

• Next-gen anti-malware (uses AI
and machine learning)
• Next-gen firewall
• Email filtering
• DNS filtering
• Automated application and cloud
security policies
• Cloud access monitoring

Not Providing Adequate
Training to Employees
An astonishing 95% of
cybersecurity breaches are caused
by human error.
Employee IT security awareness
training should be done
throughout the year, not just
annually or during an onboarding
process.

Not Having Device
Management In Place
A majority of companies around
the world have had employees
working remotely from home
since the pandemic. However,
device management for those
remote employee devices as well
as smartphones used for business
hasn’t always been put in place.
A device management application
in place, like Intune in Microsoft
365 can help manage this.

Some ways to infuse cybersecurity
training into your company
culture include:
•
•
•
•
•

Short training videos
IT security posters
Webinars
Team training sessions
Cybersecurity tips in company
newsletters

ANKERWORK B600 VIDEO BAR
Everything you need for your
video calls in a sleek and
professional body design.
Get Stunning Audio with Dual
Speakers.
Show true-to-life video with the
2K camera.
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Look like magic with the builtin light.
Always be heard with it’s 4-Mic
Array and VoiceRadar™
technology that simultaneously
amplifies your voice while
quieting background noise.
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UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS KEY FEATURES
Unified communications are a goto solution for business owners
looking to streamline their
businesses and increase employee
productivity in the long term.
See how it benefits your business.
Providing high-quality
communication channels is
crucial for any company.
After all, it promotes crossdepartment collaboration and
faster exchange of ideas.
Since phones often don’t suffice
for this, many business owners
turn to unified communications.
But what exactly is unified
communication?
Read on to discover the main
concepts of this approach and
how you can use it to help your
business achieve success.

What Is Unified
Communications?
It’s a ready-to-use system that
allows for seamless
communication in numerous ways
such as phone, video, screen
sharing, chat and file
management.
The system operates as a cloud,
making it easily accessible to all
team members with access to the
internet.
But why should anyone consider
switching to unified
communications?

That said, we’ll list 5 of the key
features of this concept to help
you better understand how it can
help you scale your business.
1. Mobility
When connected to unified
communications, all employees
can stay connected at all times
and from all locations.
It doesn’t matter whether they’re
working from home, vacationing
on a remote island, or sitting in
the office.
They’ll still be able to chat, receive
calls, and more.

There are several reasons, but this
is the most crucial:

2. Unified Messaging

Business leaders who adopt it
would be able to impact their
business every day and make it
seamless for employees to interact
with each other.

This allows employees to handle
different message types using a
single tool. They can easily switch
communication modes,
depending on their needs.

BOOSTING VOIP SECURITY
Given the variety of threats imposed
by attackers on VoIP systems, it’s
necessary to optimize your VoIP
security ASAP.
Here are 6 valuable tips to get you
started.
Tip #1. Set Up a Firewall
If spam or a threat comes your way,
the firewall will identify and gain
control over it, shielding your system
shielded from the attack. A good setup will allow the data packets you
send to travel unhindered.
Tip #2. Use Strong Passwords
Use randomly generated passwords
consisting of at least 12 characters
including numbers, upper- and
lower-case letters and symbols. Most
VoIP phones come with pre-set
passwords, often available publicly,
change these immediately.

Tip #4. Encourage Your Team to
Report Suspicious Behavior
You should hold periodical
Cybersecurity Training to keep your
environment safe at all times. Train
your employees how to spot unusual
network activity and report
suspicious behavior.
Tip #5. Deactivate Web
Interface Use
Unless it’s absolutely necessary for
you to use the web interface, be sure
to secure it very strictly. It’s enough
for a single phone user falling prey to
leave the whole system exposed to an
external party. All your data can be
stolen in text format as a result.
Tip #6. Use a VPN for Remote
Workers

Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) are
great software that encrypts traffic
regardless of your employee’s
Tip #3. Restrict Calling
location. You can set up such a
Many VoIP attacks happen due to toll network for your remote staff to
prevent data leaks and breaches. A
fraud. So, if your business runs
well configured VPN won’t degrade
locally, there’s no need to have the
international call option enabled. You the call quality.
should also block 1-900 numbers to
avoid toll fraud.

THINGS YOU SHOULD NEVER DO ON A WORK
COMPUTER
Save Your Personal
Passwords in the Browser
If your company’s network is
compromised the malicious actors
can leverage your passwords to
access your cloud accounts.
Store Personal Data
This bad habit and leaves you wide
open to:
• Loss of your files
• Your personal files being
company-accessible

PHISHING
ATTACK
TRENDS

Visit Sketchy Websites
You should never visit any website on
your work computer that you
wouldn’t be comfortable visiting with
your boss looking over your shoulder.

In 2020, 75% of companies around
the world experienced a phishing
attack.
Phishing remains one of the biggest
dangers to your business’s health and
wellbeing because it’s the main
delivery method for all types of
cyberattacks.
One phishing email can be
responsible for a company
succumbing to ransomware and
having to face costly downtime.
It can also lead a user to unknowingly
hand over the credentials to a
company email account that the
hacker then uses to send targeted
attacks to customers.
Phishing takes advantage of human
error, and some phishing emails use
sophisticated tactics to fool the
recipient into divulging information
or infecting a network with malware.
Mobile phishing threats skyrocketed
by 161% in 2021.

3. Conferencing
Whenever you need conferencing
tools, you’ll have them in the palm
of your hand. You can allow a
group of teammates or customers
from outside your organization to
connect and speak via video or
audio from different locations.
4. Fax Support
Faxes received through unified
communications appear as email
attachments. This way, users can
also receive faxes on their
desktops and smartphones.
5. Presence
This feature lets other users know
each other’s status. That means
you’ll be able to see when
someone is online (Active), busy
(Do Not Disturb), or away (Out of
the Office).

GOOGLE
SEARCH TIPS
One way you can save time on your
personal and work-related searches is
to learn some “secret” Google search
tips.
These help you narrow down your
search results and improve
productivity by helping you find the
information you need faster.
• Search a Specific Website
Using “site:” Type in the search
bar site:(site url) (keyword)
• Find Flight Information
Without Leaving Google Just
type in the flight number and the
name of the airlines, for example,
type in the search bar American AA
1977
• Look for Document Types
Using “filetype:” Type in the
search bar filetype:(type)
(keyword)
• Get Rid of Results You Don’t
Want Using “-(keyword)” Type
in the search bar(keyword)
-(keyword)
• Locate Similar Sites Using
“related:” Type in the search bar
related:https://website.com

TECHNOLOGY TRIVIA
Each month you have a chance to
win a $50 Amazon Gift Voucher
by being the first person to email
us with the answer to our
Technology Trivia Question of
the Month!

Allow Friends or Family to Use
It
Allowing anyone else to use your
work computer could constitute a
compliance breach of data protection
regulations that your company needs
to adhere to.
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The question this month is:

Who launched the very first
website?

The first person to email me at
nwankoff@prairieits.com with the
correct answer gets a $50 Amazon
Gift Card!
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